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Abstract
Matrix representations of Hecke operators on classical holomorphical cusp forms and the cor-
responding period polynomials are well known. In this article we derive representations of Hecke
operators for vector-valued period functions for the congruence subgroups Γ0(n). For this we use an
integral transform from the space of vector-valued cusp forms to the space of vector-valued period
functions.
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1. Introduction
In [16] we discussed the Hecke operators for period functions for the full modular group.
In particular we showed that the formal sum of integral matrices∑
a>c0
d>b0
ad−bc=m
(
a b
c d
)
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group. The aim of the present paper is to give an explicit representation of the mth Hecke
operator on period functions for subgroups Γ0(n). The method used in this paper holds for
all discrete subgroups of the full modular group with finite index.
To state our main result and to sketch the content of each section we have to fix some no-
tations used throughout the text. For an integer n let Matn(2,Z) (respectively Mat∗(2,Z))
be the set of 2 × 2 matrices with integer entries and determinant n (respectively posi-
tive determinant). Let Rn := Z[Matn(2,Z)] (respectively R := Z[Mat∗(2,Z)]) be the set
of finite linear combinations with coefficients in Z of elements of Matn(2,Z) (respectively
Mat∗(2,Z)). Similarly, we denote by Mat+n (2,Z) (respectively Mat+∗ (2,Z)) the set of 2×2
matrices with integer nonnegative entries and determinant n (respectively positive determi-
nant). Denote furthermore by R+n := Z[Mat+n (2,Z)] (respectively R+ := Z[Mat+∗ (2,Z)])
the set of finite linear combinations with coefficients in Z of elements of Mat+n (2,Z)
(respectively Mat+∗ (2,Z)). Note that R(+) =
⋃∞
n=1R(+)n and R(+)n ·R(+)m ⊂R(+)nm . By de-
finition we have SL2(Z) = Mat1(2,Z). The following four elements of SL2(Z) will play a
special role in our paper:
I :=
(
1 0
0 1
)
, T :=
(
1 1
0 1
)
, S :=
(
0 −1
1 0
)
and T ′ :=
(
1 0
1 1
)
.
For each n ∈ N the Hecke congruence subgroup Γ0(n) is given by
Γ0(n) :=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL2(Z); c ≡ 0 mod n
}
.
The full modular group is denoted by Γ (1) := Γ0(1) = SL2(Z). Let μ = μn denote the
index of Γ0(n) in Γ (1) and let α1, . . . , αμ denote representatives of the right cosets in
Γ0(n)\Γ (1).
We also need the set of upper triangular matrices
Xm =
{(
a b
0 d
)
∈ Matm(2,Z); d > b 0
}
. (1)
Let C¯ denote the one-point compactification of C. The map
Mat∗(2,Z)× C¯ → C¯;
((
a b
c d
)
, z
)
	→
(
a b
c d
)
z := az + b
cz + d
gives an action of the matrices on C¯. It induces the familiar slash action |s on functions f
on H := {z ∈ C; Im(z) > 0} respectively (0,∞) formally defined by
f |s
(
a b
c d
)
(z) = (ad − bc)s(cz + d)−2sf
(
az + b
cz + d
)
(2)
for complex numbers s and certain classes of matrices
(
a b
c d
)
. The slash action is well
defined for
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c d
) ∈ Matm(2,Z), m ∈ N, z ∈H and
(b) s ∈ C, ( a b
c d
) ∈ Mat+m(2,Z), m ∈ N and z ∈ (0,∞)
as the discussion in [6] shows. A simple calculation gives (f |s α)|s γ = f |s (αγ ) for all
matrices α, γ ∈ Mat∗(2,Z) in case (a), respectively Mat+∗ (2,Z) in case (b). We extend the
slash action linearly to formal sums of matrices.
Recall Maass cusp forms: A cusp form u for the congruence subgroup Γ0(n) is a real-
analytic function u :H→ C satisfying:
(1) u(gz) = u(z) for all g ∈ Γ0(n).
(2) u = s(1 − s)u for some s ∈ C where  = −y2(∂2x + ∂2y ) is the hyperbolic Laplace
operator. We call the parameter s the spectral parameter of u.
(3) u is of rapid decay in all cusps: if p ∈ Q ∪ {∞} is a cuspidal point for Γ0(n) and g ∈
Γ (1) is such that gp = ∞ then u(g−1z) = O(Im(z)C) as Im(z) → ∞ for all C ∈ R.
We denote the space of cusp forms for Γ0(n) with spectral value s by S(n, s).
The last condition above actually states two different conditions: vanishing in all cusps
and an explicit growth condition. Both are equivalent since it is shown in [8] that vanish-
ing in the cusp gp = ∞ implies the stronger growth condition u(g−1z) = O(e− Im(z)) as
Im(z) → ∞ which again implies vanishing at the cusp p = g−1∞.
A function f : (0,∞) → C is called holomorphic if it is locally the restriction of a
holomorphic function.
The vector-valued period functions for Γ0(n) are defined as follows: A period function
for Γ0(n) is a function ψ : (0,∞) → Cμ with ψ = (ψi)i∈{1,...,μ} such that
(1) ψi is holomorphic on (0,∞) for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,μ}.
(2) ψ(z) = ρ(T −1) ψ(z + 1) + (z + 1)−2sρ(T ′−1) ψ( z
z+1 ). We call the parameter s ∈ C
the spectral parameter of ψ . The matrix representation ρ :Γ (1) → Cμ×μ is induced
by the trivial representation of Γ0(n) as introduced in Section 3.2.
(3) For each i = 1, . . . ,μ ψi satisfies the growth condition
ψi(z) =
{
O(zmax{0,−2 Re(s)}) as z ↓ 0,
O(zmin{0,−2 Re(s)}) as z → ∞.
Following [10] we denote the space of period functions for Γ0(n) with spectral value s by
FE(n, s). We call a function ψ a period like function if ψ satisfies only the conditions (1)
and (2). The space of period like functions for Γ0(n) with spectral value s is denoted by
FE∗(n, s).
In Section 3 we construct a bijective map S(n, s) → FE(n, s): For this we introduce
the space of vector-valued cusp forms Sind(n, s) and define an operator P :Sind(n, s) →
FE(n, s) in the form of an explicit integral transform. The operator P was studied in [10]
for cusp forms of the full modular group and in [15] for cusp forms of Γ (1) with arbitrary
real weight. Martin discusses a similar integral operator for modular cusp forms of weight 1
in [11].
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operator Hn,m on S(n, s) induces an operator H˜n,m on FE(n, s). For n = 1 and m prime
these operators coincide with the operators T˜ (m) in [6] which are derived there from the
transfer operators only. For this special case the operators were also determined in [16]
using Eichler integrals to map Hecke operators on cusp forms to Hecke operators on period
functions. For n > 1 the operators T˜n,m in [6] and the operators H˜n,m are not the same in
general. The exact relation between these operators will be discussed in [12].
2. On Farey sequences
In this section we discuss some properties of rational numbers related to Farey se-
quences. Our discussion is closely related to the modified continued fractions introduced
in [6].
2.1. Farey sequences a la Hurwitz
Let us recall the theory of Farey sequences. Most of the properties mentioned can be
found in [7]. We adhere to the convention to denote infinity in rational form as ∞ = 10 and
−∞ = −10 and to denote rationals pq with coprime p ∈ Z and q ∈ N.
Definition 1. For n ∈ N the Farey sequence Fn of level n is the sequence
Fn :=
(u
v
; u,v ∈ Z, |u| n, 0 v  n
)
ordered by the standard order < of R. We define F0 as
F0 :=
(−1
0
,
0
1
,
1
0
)
.
The level function lev :Q ∪ {±∞} → Z is defined by
lev
(
a
b
)
=
{
0 if a
b
∈ {−10 , 01 , 10},
max{|a|, |b|} otherwise.
Let a
c
and b
d
be two neighbors in the Farey sequence Fn. Then the square matrix
(
a b
c d
)
satisfies det
(
a b
c d
)= ±1 (see [7, Satz 1]).
Lemma 2. Let a
c
and b
d
be two neighbors of the Farey sequence Fn. Then
det
(
a b
c d
)
= −1 ⇐⇒ a
c
<
b
d
.
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det
(−1 −n
0 1
)= −1 (respectively det( n 11 0 )= −1).
Assume that c, d > 0. Since a
c
< b
d
is equivalent to ad
cd
< bc
cd
and hence to ad − bc < 0,
the statement of the lemma follows from [7, Satz 1]. 
Remark. Our applications of the Farey sequences deal mostly with the case det
(
a b
c d
)= −1.
However, we prefer matrices in Γ (1). For this we replace the matrix
(
a b
c d
)
by
(−a b
−c d
)
.
This obviously does not change the rational numbers a
c
and b
d
.
We need also the following result in [7]:
Lemma 3. For a
c
and b
d
with a, b, c, d ∈ Z, c, d  0 and ad − bc = ±1 define n :=
max{lev( a
c
), lev( b
d
)}. Then a
c
and b
d
are neighbors in the Farey sequence Fn.
2.2. Left neighbor sequences
We define the left neighbor map LN :Q ∪ {+∞} → Q ∪ {−∞} such that LN(q) is the
left neighbor of q in the Farey sequence Flev(q), that is
LN(q) = max{r ∈ Flev(q); r < q}. (3)
For q = b
d
∈ Q∪{+∞} put a
c
= LN( b
d
) ∈ Q∪{−∞}. Then by construction of the map LN
we have lev( a
c
) lev( b
d
) and by Lemma 2 det
(
a b
c d
)= −1.
Lemma 4. For q ∈ Q ∪ {+∞} and lev(q) > 0 we have lev(LN(q)) < lev(q).
Proof. If lev(q) = 1 the set of rational numbers of level 1 is {±1}. The statement of the
lemma then follows since LN(1) = 0 and LN(−1) = −∞ are of level 0.
If N = lev(q) > 1 write q = b
d
with gcd(b, d) = 1, d  0 and LN(q) = a
b
with
gcd(a, b) = 1, b  0. Lemma 2 implies that ad − bc = −1. Assume that lev(LN(q)) =
lev(q). Then max{|a|, c} = max{|b|, d} = N and |a| = c, |b| = d . There are four cases to
consider:
– if |a| = |b| = N we find −1 = ad − bc = sign(a)Nd − sign(b)Nc. Hence, sign(b)c−
sign(a)d = 1
N
which contradicts c, d ∈ Z;
– if c = d = N we find −1 = ad − bc = aN − bN . Hence, b− a = 1
N
which contradicts
a, b ∈ Z;
– if |a| = d = N we find −1 = ad − bc = sign(a)N2 − bc. Hence, bc = 1 + sign(a)N2
and |b|, c N − 1. The second estimate implies |bc| < N2 − 1 which is a contradic-
tion;
– if |b| = c = N we find −1 = ad−bc = ad−sign(b)N2. Hence, ad = −1+sign(b)N2
and |a|, d N − 1. The second estimate implies |ad| < N2 − 1 which is a contradic-
tion.
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Definition 5. Let be q ∈ Q ∪ {+∞} and L = Lq ∈ N such that
LNL(q) = −∞ and LNl(q) > −∞ for all l = 1, . . . ,L− 1.
The left neighbor sequence LNS(q) of q is the finite sequence
LNS(q) = (LNL(q),LNL−1(q), . . . ,LN1(q), q),
where we use the notation LNl(q) := LN(LN(· · ·LN(q)) · · ·)︸ ︷︷ ︸
l times
.
Remark. The number L in Definition 5 is unique.
Lemma 6. For q ∈ Q consider the left neighbor sequence
LNS(q) = (y0, . . . , yL)
with y0 = −∞ and yL = q . The sequence (yL, . . . , y0) is a partition of q which is minimal
for 0 q < 1 in the sense of [6, Definition 2.3].
Proof. We assume the elements of LNS(q) to be given as yl = albl with gcd(al, bl) = 1 and
bl  0. By construction, yl−1 < yl and both numbers are neighbors in the Farey sequence
Flev(yl ). Lemma 2 implies det
( al−1 al
bl−1 bl
)= −1. Hence, det( bl −al
bl−1 −al−1
)= 1 and the sequence
(yL, . . . , y0) is a partition of q in the sense of [6, Definition 2.3].
We consider the case 0  q < 1. We have to show that the partition is minimal in the
sense of [6, Definition 2.3] and hence the denominators bl of yl have to satisfy
0 = b0 < b1 < · · · < bL−1 < bL.
The construction of the left neighbor map and the fact q > 0 implies that y1 = 0 and
b1 = 1. Since 0 = y1 < yl < 1 for all l = 2, . . . ,L forces the denominator bl of yl to be
larger than 1 for all l = 2, . . . ,L we have to check the inequalities above only for the
indices l  2. Obviously for 0 < a
b
< 1 with gcd(a, b) = 1 and a, b 0 one has b > a and
hence lev( a
b
) = b.
Consider yl , l = 2, . . . ,L, with denominator bl = lev( albl ) > 0. Lemma 4 implies that
yl−1 = LN(yl) satisfies bl−1 = lev(yl−1) < bl . The partition (yL, . . . , y0) is indeed mini-
mal. 
Lemma 7. For 0 < q < 1 rational the two sequences LNS(q) = (y0, . . . , yL) with
y0 = −∞ and yL = q and the sequence defined by the modified continued fraction ex-
pansion (x0, . . . , xL′) with x0 = q and xL′ = −∞ given in [6] coincide. Indeed L = L′
and yl = xL−l for all l = 0, . . . ,L.
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by Lemma 6. According to [6] this partition is unique and hence Lemma 7 holds. 
Definition 8. To q ∈ [0,1) rational and LNS(q) = ( a0
b0
, . . . , aL
bL
) with gcd(al, bl) = 1 and
bl  0, l = 0, . . . ,L, we attach the element M(q) =∑Ll=1 ml ∈R1:
M(q) =
(−a0 a1
−b0 b1
)−1
+ · · · +
(−al−1 al
−bl−1 bl
)−1
+ · · · +
(−aL−1 aL
−bL−1 bL
)−1
. (4)
Remark. Obviously the number L in Definition 8 depends on q .
In the following we need some properties of the matrices in M(q)A for A ∈ Mat∗(2,Z).
Lemma 9. For 0 q < 1 rational and M(q) =∑Ll=1( ∗ ∗cl dl ) one has clζ + dl > 0 for all
ζ  q .
Proof. By construction, the lth summand of M(q) in (4) has the form ( bl −al
bl−1 −al−1
)
with
al−1
bl−1 <
al
bl
. Since a0
b0
= −∞ and aL
bL
= q we find al−1
bl−1 < q for l = 1, . . . ,L and therefore
bl−1q − al−1 > 0. Since ζ  q and cl = bl−1  0 the lemma follows immediately. 
Lemma 10. Let A = ( a b0 d ) ∈ Mat∗(2,Z) be such that a, b ∈ N, 0  b < d and M(bd ) =∑L
l=1 ml . Then the matrices mlA contain only nonnegative integer entries.
Proof. By construction, ml =
( bl −al
bl−1 −al−1
)
with al−1
bl−1 <
al
bl
for all l = 1, . . . ,L and
a0
b0
= −∞ and aL
bL
= b
d
. Hence the statements al
bl
 b
d
and ald  bbl are equivalent for
all l = 0, . . . ,L. We see that mlA =
( abl bbl−dal
abl−1 bbl−1−dal−1
)
has only nonnegative entries. 
Lemma 11. Let A and ml be as in Lemma 10. Then the entries of the matrix mlA =
(
a′ b′
c′ d ′
)
satisfy
a′ > c′  0 and d ′ > b′  0.
Proof. For q = b
d
the sequence LNS( b
d
) in reversed order is minimal according to
Lemma 6. This allows us to use [6, statement (6.3)] which is formulated there only for
certain upper triangular matrices A[c:d]. The proof of this statement extends however also
to the upper triangular matrix A. 
3. Vector-valued cusp forms and Hecke operators
Fix an n ∈ N throughout this section. We will introduce vector-valued cusp forms trans-
forming under a representation of the full modular group and show these vector-valued
cusp forms and scalar-valued cusp forms to be equivalent by an explicit bijective map.
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Recall the definition of the Hecke operators on S(n, s) for a fixed s ∈ C as introduced
by A.O. Atkin and J. Lehner in [2].
Definition 12. Denote by T (p) and U(q) for gcd(p,n) = 1, q | n and p,q prime, the
following elements in Rp , respectively Rq :
T (p) =
∑
ad=p
0b<d
(
a b
0 d
)
and U(q) =
∑
0b<q
(
1 b
0 q
)
. (5)
The induced maps S(n, s) → S(n, s) given by u 	→ u|0 T (p), respectively u 	→ u|0 U(q)
are called the pth and qth Hecke operator Hp , respectively Hq on S(n, s).
Remarks.
• Obviously, the Hecke operators Hp and Hq depend on n.
• A complete discussion of the Hecke algebra acting on cusp forms for Γ0(n) can be
found in [14].
• For m ∈ N the mth Hecke operator Hm on S(1, s) is given by
Hmu =
∑
A∈Xm
u|0 A, (6)
see, e.g., [14].
3.2. Induced representations
Let G be a group and H be a subgroup of G of finite index μ = [G : H ]. For each rep-
resentation χ :H → End(V ) we consider the induced representation χH :G → End(VG),
where
VG :=
{
f :G → V ; f (hg) = χ(h)f (g) for all g ∈ G, h ∈ H}
and (
χH (g)f
)
(g′) = f (g′g) for all g,g′ ∈ G.
For V = C and χ the trivial representation we call the induced representation χH the right
regular representation. In fact, in this case VG is the space of left H -invariant functions
on G or, what is the same, functions on H\G, and the action is by right translation in the
argument. One can identify VG with V μ using a set {α1, . . . , αμ} of representatives for
H\G, i.e.,
H\G = {Hα1, . . . ,Hαμ}.
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VG → V μ with f 	→
(
f (α1), . . . , f (αμ)
)
is a linear isomorphism which transports χH to the linear G-action on V μ given by
g · (v1, . . . , vμ) =
(
χ
(
α1gα
−1
k1
)
vk1, . . . , χ
(
αμgα
−1
kμ
)
vkμ
)
where kj ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} is the unique index such that Hαjg = Hαkj . To see this, one simply
calculates
(
χH (g)f
)
(αj ) = f (αjg) = f
(
αjgα
−1
kj
αkj
)= χ(αjgα−1kj )(f (αkj )).
In the case of the right regular representation the identification VG ∼= Cμ gives a matrix
realization
ρ(g) = (δH (αigα−1j ))1i,jμ
where δH (g) = 1 if g ∈ H and δH (g) = 0 otherwise. In particular, the matrix ρ(g) is a
permutation matrix.
We take G = Γ (1), H = Γ0(n) and α1, . . . , αμ ∈ Γ (1) as representatives of the Γ0(n)
orbits in Γ (1). The matrix representation ρ :Γ (1) → Cμ×μ is
ρ(g) := (δΓ0(n)(αigα−1j ))1i,jμ for all g ∈ Γ (1). (7)
We easily check that ρ satisfies ρ(g′)ρ(g) = ρ(g′g) for all g,g′ ∈ Γ (1).
3.3. Vector-valued cusp forms
For each u ∈ S(n, s) we construct a vector-valued version of u which transforms under
the representation ρ. As usual, the index [Γ (1) : Γ0(n)] is denoted by μ = μn.
Definition 13. A vector-valued cusp form u :H→ Cμ for Γ0(n) with spectral value s ∈ C
is a vector-valued function u = (u1, . . . , uμ)tr satisfying
• uj is real-analytic for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ},
• u(gz) = ρ(g)u(z) for all z ∈H and g ∈ Γ (1),
• uj = s(1 − s)uj for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} and
• uj (z) = O(Im(z)C) as Im(z) → ∞ for all C ∈ R and j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ}.
We denote the space of all vector-valued cusp forms with spectral parameter s for Γ0(n)
by Sind(n, s).
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Γ (1)× Sind(n, s) → Sind(n, s), (g, u) 	→ ρ
(
g−1
)u|0 g,
where ρ is the representation in (7). This implies in particular that the growth condition
on vector-valued cusp forms at the cusp ∞ gives a growth condition at all cuspidal points
p ∈ Γ (1)∞ = Q ∪ {∞}.
To each u ∈ S(n, s) we associate the vector-valued function Π(u) given by
Π :S(n, s) → Sind(n, s); u 	→ Π(u) := (u|0 α1, . . . , u|0 αn)tr. (8)
The function Π(u) satisfies all four properties of a vector-valued cusp form in Defini-
tion 13. Indeed, take an u ∈ S(n, s) and an index i ∈ {1, . . . ,μ}. Obviously, [Π(u)]i =
u|0 αi is real-analytic on H, it is shown in [3, Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4] that

[
Π(u)
]
i
= (u|0 αi) = (u)|0 αi =
[
Π(u)
]
i
,
and the growth condition for Π(u) also follows directly from the growth condition for u.
To check the transformation property under ρ, take a g ∈ Γ (1). There exists a g′ ∈ Γ0(n)
and an unique j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} such that αigα−1j = g′ ∈ Γ0(n). Hence
[
Π(u)
]
i
(gz) = (u|0 αig)(z) = (u|0 g′αj )(z) =
μ∑
j ′=1
δΓ0(n)
(
αigα
−1
j ′
)
(u|0 g′αj ′)(z)
= [ρ(g)Π(u|0 g′)]i (z) = [ρ(g)Π(u)]i (z).
The second property follows since g′ ∈ Γ0(n) and u is Γ0(n)-invariant. Hence Π(u) ∈
Sind(n, s).
On the other hand, consider a vector-valued cusp form u ∈ Sind(n, s) and take the
unique j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} with Γ0(n)αj = Γ0(n). The function u := uj is in S(n, s): The func-
tion u satisfies the transformation property u|0 g = u for all g ∈ Γ0(n) since ρ(g)jj =
δΓ0(n)(αjgα
−1
j ) = 1 and u is an eigenfunction of  with spectral parameter s. To show
that u vanishes in all cusps take a cuspidal point p ∈ Q∪ {∞} of Γ0(n) and g ∈ Γ (1) such
that g∞ = p. There exists an index i ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} and a γ ∈ Γ0(n) such that g = γ αi . We
find that
uj (αiz) =
[
ρ(αi)u
]
j
(z) = [u]i (z)
since [ρ(αi)]ji = δΓ0(n)(αjαiα−1i ) = 1. Hence
u(gz) = uj (γ αiz) = ui(z) = O
(
Im(z)C
)
as Im(z) → ∞ for all C ∈ R.
By the transformation property under the representation ρ one sees that u = Π(u).
Summarizing, we proved the following.
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Moreover, vector-valued cusp forms satisfy the following growth condition.
Lemma 15. For g ∈ Γ (1) a vector-valued cusp form u ∈ Sind(n, s) satisfies
[u]j (gz) = O
(
e−2π Im(z)
)
as Im(z) → ∞ and Re(z) bounded (9)
for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ}.
Proof. Take an u ∈ S(n, s) such that Π(u) = u and take an index j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ}. For
each cuspidal point p ∈ Q ∪ {i∞} and γ ∈ Γ (1) with γ∞ = p, Iwaniec has shown in [8,
Theorem 3.1] that
u(γ z) = O(e−2π Im(z)) as Im(z) → ∞ and Re(z) is bounded.
For j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} take p = αj∞ and γ = αj . Hence the above growth estimate implies
for the j th component of u that
[u]j (z) = O
(
e−2π Im(z)
)
as Im(z) → ∞ and Re(z) is bounded
since [u]j = [Π(u)]j = u|0 αj . Repeating the argument for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} we find that
the growth estimate (9) holds for g = I the identity element in Γ (1). The stated estimate
holds since u(gz) = ρ(g)u(z) for all g ∈ Γ (1) and the index μ of Γ0(n) in Γ (1) is fi-
nite. 
3.4. Hecke operators for cusp forms
To derive a formula for the Hecke operators acting on Sind(n, s) we have to write the
vector-valued cusp form Π(u|0∑A A) in terms of a linear action of a certain matrix sum
on the vector-valued cusp form Π(u).
For this recall the Hecke operator Hm in Section 3.1. For prime p,q with gcd(p,n) = 1
and q | n the pth (respectively qth) Hecke operator Hp (respectively Hq ) is given by the
action of T (p) (respectively U(q)) on the space of cusp forms which we write as
S(n, s) → S(n, s), u 	→ u|0
∑
A
A =
∑
A∈A
u|0 A
with
∑
A A = T (p) and A = Xp (respectively
∑
A A = U(q) and A = Xq \
(
q 0
0 1
)).
Consider the j th component of the vector-valued cusp form Π(u|0∑A A). We would
like to write this component as(
u|0
∑
A
)∣∣∣∣
0
αj = u|0
∑
(Aαj ) = u|0
∑
αφA(j)σαj (A) (10)A A A
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will allow us to use the in Section 4 introduced integral transform to determine the form of
the Hecke operators on period functions.
The following lemmas show that relation (10) makes really sense.
Lemma 16. For each g ∈ Γ (1) there exists a unique bijective map σg :Xm → Xm with
Ag(σg(A))
−1 ∈ Γ (1) for all A ∈ Xm.
Remark. The inverse of σg is given by σ−1g = σg−1 . Indeed this follows from
σ−1g (A)gA−1 ∈ Γ (1) ⇐⇒
(
σ−1g (A)gA−1
)−1 = Ag−1(σ−1g (A))−1 ∈ Γ (1).
For Lemma 16 we need the following technical result.
Lemma 17. For any m ∈ N, any A ∈ Xm and arbitrary g ∈ Γ (1) there exist unique matri-
ces A′,A′′ ∈ Xm with
Ag(A′)−1 ∈ Γ (1) and A′′gA−1 ∈ Γ (1). (11)
Proof. The second statement in (11) follows from the first one by taking the inverse of
Ag−1(A′)−1. We show the first statement in (11) in two steps.
For A = ( a b0 d ) ∈ Xm with gcd(a, b, d) = 1 and g ∈ Γ (1) put A˜ = ( a b˜0 d ) with b˜ :=
b + (gcd(a, b) − 1)d . Then gcd(a, b˜) = 1 and [6, Lemma 5.11] applies to A˜: for given A˜
and g there exists a unique A′ ∈ Xm such that
A˜g(A′)−1 =
(
1 gcd(a, b)− 1
0 1
)
Ag(A′)−1 ∈ Γ (1).
Hence (11) holds for A and g.
We extend the result to each A = ( a b0 d ) ∈ Xm and g ∈ Γ (1): Write A = ( a b0 d ) and put
l = gcd(a, b). Then the matrix ( a/l b/ l0 d ) satisfies the assumption in the previous step. We
find a matrix
(
a′ b′
0 d ′
) ∈ Xm/l such that
g′ :=
( a
l
b
l
0 d
)
g
(
a′ b′
0 d ′
)−1
∈ Γ (1).
Similarly we find a matrix
(
a′′ b′′
0 d ′′
) ∈ Xl such that
(
l 0
0 1
)
g′
(
a′′ b′′
0 d ′′
)−1
∈ Γ (1).
Hence (
a b
0 d
)
g
[(
a′′ b′′
0 d ′′
)(
a′ b′
0 d ′
)]−1
∈ Γ (1).
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matrix (
a′ b′
0 d ′
)(
a′′ b′′
0 d ′′
)
=
(
a′a′′ a′b′′ + b′d ′′
0 d ′d ′′
)
is unique modulo d ′d ′′. Hence the matrix
(
a′a′′ bˆ
0 d ′d ′′
)
with 0 bˆ < d ′d ′′, bˆ ≡ a′b′′ + b′d ′′
modulo d ′d ′′ fulfills the requirements stated in the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 16. For g ∈ Γ (1) define the map σg :Xm → Xm as σg(A) := A′, where
A′ is given in (11) for A and g. Similarly define the map σ ′g :Xm → Xm as σ ′g(A) := A′′.
Then the map σ ′g is just the inverse of σg : For A ∈ Xm put A˜ := σ ′g(σg(A)). Then by
construction A˜ ∈ Xm. Hence we have two matrices A and A˜ in Xm satisfying
Ag
(
σg(A)
)−1
and A˜g
(
σg(A)
)−1 ∈ Γ (1).
Uniqueness in Lemma 17 shows that A = A˜, i.e.,
σ ′g
(
σg(A)
)= A.
Exchanging the roles of σg and σ ′g above shows also that
σg
(
σ ′g(A)
)= A.
Hence the map σg :Xm → Xm is bijective with inverse σ ′g . 
For positive n,m ∈ Z the inclusion Γ0(mn) ⊂ Γ0(n) induces a projection map
Γ0(mn)\Γ (1) → Γ0(n)\Γ (1): if α1, . . . , αμn are representatives of Γ0(n)\Γ (1) and
β1, . . . , βμmn are representatives of Γ0(mn)\Γ (1) we can write this map as a map on
the indices of the representatives:
χmn,n : {1, . . . ,μmn} → {1, . . . ,μn} (12)
with
Γ0(mn)βi ⊂ Γ0(n)αχmn,n(i) for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,μmn}. (13)
Definition 18. Let α1, . . . , αμn be representatives of the right cosets of Γ0(n) in Γ (1). For
A ∈ Xm we define the map
φA = φA,n : {1, . . . ,μn} → {1, . . . ,μn}, i 	→ φA(i) (14)
such that
Aαi ∈ Γ0(n)αφA(i)σαi (A). (15)
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• The map φA in Definition 18 depends on m and the indices μn = [Γ (1) : Γ0(n)] and
so on m and n. Usually we write φA,n = φA omitting the index n since n is fixed in the
entire discussion.
• Lemma 16 implies that the map φA is well defined through relation (15).
Now we can define Hecke operators for vector-valued cusp forms.
Definition 19. For n,m ∈ N, m prime and s ∈ C put ∑A A := T (m) if m  n and put∑
A A := U(m) if m | n. The mth Hecke operator Hn,m on u ∈ Sind(n, s) is defined as
(Hn,mu)j 	→
∑
A
uφA(j)|0 σαj (A) for j ∈ {1, . . . ,μn}. (16)
Remark. In (16) we sum over all A ∈ Xm if m  n and A ∈ Xm \
{(
m 0
0 1
)}
if m | n.
The mth Hecke operator Hn,m on Sind(n, s) corresponds to the mth Hecke operator Hm
on S(n, s) as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 20. We have Π(Hmu) = Hn,mΠ(u).
Proof. For u = (uj )j ∈ Sind(n, s) there exists a cusp form u ∈ S(n, s) with u = Π(u). The
mth Hecke operator Hm acts on u as u|0∑A A. Since Π(u) = (u|0 αj )j∈{1,...,μn} we find
Π(u|0∑A A) = ((u|0∑A A)|0 αj )j∈{1,...,μn}. Since Aαj ∈ Γ0(n)αφA(j)σαj (A) we have
∑
A
u|0 Aαj = u|0
∑
A
Aαj = u|0
∑
A
αφA(j)σαj (A).
Hence Π(Hmu) = Hn,mΠ(u). 
4. On period functions
We fix n ∈ N and the congruence subgroup Γ0(n) of Γ (1) with index μ throughout this
section. We recall briefly the definition of period functions in Section 1.
Recall that a function f : (0,∞) → C is called holomorphic if it is locally the restriction
of a holomorphic function.
Denote by FE∗(n, s) the space of vector-valued functions ψ : (0,∞) → Cμ which are
holomorphic in each component and satisfy the three term equation
ψ = ρ(T −1) ψ |2s T + ρ(T ′−1) ψ |2s T ′ (17)
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We call such functions ψ period like functions for Γ0(n). If a period like functionψ = (ψi)i satisfies the growth condition
ψi(z) =
{
O(zmax{0,−2 Re(s)}) as z ↓ 0,
O(zmin{0,−2 Re(s)}) as z → ∞ (18)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} we call ψ a period function. The space of period functions is denoted
by FE(n, s).
Remarks.
• It was shown by J. Lewis and D. Zagier in [10] that for the full modular group the space
of period functions FE(1, s) is isomorphic to S(1, s). A. Deitmar and J. Hilgert gener-
alize this result to submodular groups of finite index in [5], and hence in particular for
the congruence subgroup Γ0(n).
• Put M = ( 0 11 0 ). The authors of [6] study solutions of
ψ = ρ(T −1) ψ |2s T ± ρ(MT ′−1) ψ |2s (MT ′) (19)
which is Eq. (4.6) in [6]. Solutions ψ of Eq. (19) correspond to eigenfunctions of the
transfer operator Ls with eigenvalue ±1, see [6].
4.1. Some technical computations
To define the integral transform mapping vector-valued cusp forms for Γ0(n) to period
functions for Γ0(n) in Section 4.2 we have to recall the function Rζ (z) and the 1-form
η(·,·) used already by Lewis and Zagier in [10], respectively the author in [15].
The function Rζ (z) is defined for x + iy = z ∈H and ζ ∈ C \ {x} as follows:
Rζ (z) = y
(x − ζ )2 + y2 . (20)
For ζ ∈ R we have Rζ (z) = Im(z)/|z − ζ |2. Using the relations
Im(gz) = detg|cz + d|2 Im(z), d(gz) =
detg
(cz + d)2 dz and
gζ − gz = detg
(cζ + d)(cz + d)(ζ − z)
valid for g = ( a b
c d
) ∈ GL2(R), ζ ∈ R and z ∈ H, a straightforward calculation shows that
Rζ (z) satisfies the transformation formula
|detg|
2 Rgζ (gz) = Rζ (z) (21)|cζ + d|
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Laplace operator, [10],

(
Rζ (z)
)s = s(1 − s)(Rζ (z))s (s ∈ C). (22)
For two smooth functions u,v on H define the 1-form η(u, v) as in [10]:
η(u, v) := (v ∂yu− u∂yv)dx + (u ∂xv − v ∂xu)dy. (23)
The following lemma is shown in [10]:
Lemma 21. If u and v are eigenfunctions of  with the same eigenvalue, then the 1-form
η(u, v) is closed. If z 	→ g(z) is any holomorphic change of variables, then the 1-form
satisfies η(u ◦ g, v ◦ g) = η(u, v) ◦ g.
4.2. The period functions of vector-valued cusp forms
We identify ±∞ with the cusp i∞. The action of Γ (1) on H extends naturally to H∗ :=
H∪ Q ∪ {∞}.
By a simple path L connecting points z0, z1 ∈ H∗ we understand a piecewise smooth
curve which lies inside H except possibly for the initial and end point z0, z1 and is analytic
in all points H∗ \ H in the sense of [9, p. 58]. Two simple paths Lz0,z1 and L′z0,z1 are
always homotopic, see [9]. A path L, connecting points z0, z1 ∈ H∗ is given by the union
of finitely many simple paths Ln, n = 1, . . . ,N , connecting the points z0,n, z1,n ∈H∗ such
that z0,1 = z0, z1,n = z0,n+1 and z1,N = z1. We say that a path L lies in the first quadrant,
respectively in the second quadrant if Re(z)  0, respectively Re(z)  0 for almost all
z ∈ L. For distinct z0, z1 ∈ H∗ \H the standard path Lz0,z1 is the geodesic connecting z0
and z1. A standard path L is also a simple path.
Definition 22. For u ∈ Sind(n, s) and L0,∞ the standard path the integral transform
P :Sind(n, s) → (Cω(0,∞))μ, with Cω(0,∞) the space of holomorphic functions on
(0,∞), is defined as
(P u)i(ζ ) =
∫
L0,∞
η
(
ui,R
s
ζ
)
for ζ > 0, i ∈ {1, . . . ,μ}. (24)
Formally, we write (24) as
(P u)(ζ ) =
∫
L0,∞
η
(u,Rsζ ). (25)
The integrand η(ui,Rsζ )(z) in (24) is of exponential decay in 0 and ∞ since the cusp
form u(z) satisfies the growth condition (9). Hence the integral in (24) exists.
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• The notation for the integral transform P does not show its dependence on the spectral
parameter s.
• The convergence of the integral in (24) for the full modular group is also shown in [15].
• The 1-forms η(ui,Rsζ ) are closed since ui and Rsζ are eigenfunctions of the hyperbolic
Laplacian with the same spectral parameter s. Hence∫
L′
η
(
ui,R
s
ζ
)= ∫
L0,∞
η
(
ui,R
s
ζ
)= [Pu]i (ζ )
for arbitrary paths L′ homotopic to L0,∞.
• The function P u(ζ ) is a holomorphic function in ζ . This is a consequence of the fact
that Rsζ (z) is holomorphic in ζ as can be seen from (20).
The function P u in (25) has the following transformation property.
Lemma 23. For ζ > 0 and γ = ( a b
c d
) ∈ Γ (1) with a, b, c, d  0, the function P u with
u ∈ Sind(n, s) satisfies
(cζ + d)−2sρ(γ−1)P u(γ ζ ) = ∫
L
γ−10,γ−1∞
η
(u,Rsζ ). (26)
Remark. Using the slash action we can rewrite (26) as
ρ
(
γ−1
)(
(P u)|s γ
)
(ζ ) =
∫
γ−1L
η
(u,Rsζ ).
Proof of Lemma 23. Let γ satisfy the assumption in the lemma. By construction L0,∞
and γ−1L = Lγ−10,γ−1∞ are paths in the second quadrant. Then
(cζ + d)−2sρ(γ−1)P u(γ ζ ) = ∫
L0,∞
η
(
ρ
(
γ−1
)u, (cζ + d)−2sRsγ ζ )
=
∫
L0,∞
η
(
ρ
(
γ−1
)u, (cζ + d)−2sRsγ ζ (γ γ−1·))
=
∫
L0,∞
η
(u(γ−1·),Rsζ (γ−1·))=
∫
L0,∞
η
(u,Rsζ )(γ−1·)
=
∫
L −1 −1
η
(u,Rsζ ),γ 0,γ ∞
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(21) of Rζ and the property u(γ−1z) = ρ(γ−1)u(z) of the vector-valued cusp form u. The
substitution is possible since the singularities of the integrand are in z = cζ + d and z = ζ .
Both values are positive under the assumptions of the lemma. 
Remark. The assumption in Lemma 23 that γ has no negative entries makes sure that we
do not integrate close to the singularities of the integrand. We refer to [15, Proposition 42].
The corresponding formulation in [10] is not strong enough.
Lemma 24. For u ∈ Sind(n, s) each component of the function P u in (26) satisfies the
growth conditions
(P u)i(ζ ) =
{
O(ζmax(0,−2 Re(s))) as ζ ↓ 0,
O(ζmin(0,−2 Re(s))) as ζ → ∞.
Proof. The lemma follows directly from the proof of Proposition 44 in [15]. For n = 1 the
growth estimate was also shown in [10]. 
Proposition 25. For u ∈ Sind(n, s) the function P u is a period function.
Proof. For u ∈ Sind(n, s) Lemma 24 shows that P u satisfies the growth conditions for
period functions. Hence if P u satisfies (17) then the proposition is true.
Consider the path L0,∞. We have that L0,∞ = LT −10,T −1∞ ∪ LT ′−10,T ′−1∞ and T and
T ′ have only nonnegative matrix entries. Using Lemma 23 we find for all ζ > 0
P u(ζ ) =
∫
L0,∞
η
(u,Rsζ )=
∫
L
T−10,T−1∞
η
(u,Rsζ )+
∫
L
T ′−10,T ′−1∞
η
(u,Rsζ )
= ρ(T −1)P u(T ζ )+ ρ(T ′−1)(ζ + 1)−2sP u(T ′ζ ). 
Proposition 26. For s ∈ C \ Z, Re(s) > 0 the operator P :Sind(n, s) → FE(n, s) is bijec-
tive.
Proof. Put v0(y) = 1√y uj (iy), v1(y) =
√
y
2πi (∂xuj )(iy) with the unique j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} such
that Γ0(n)αj = Γ0(n). Let r ∈ C satisfy 0 < Re(r) < 2 Re(s). Using (20) and (23) we find
that
∞∫
0
(P u)j (ζ )ζ r−1 dζ (27)
=
∞∫
(P u)j (ζ )ζ r−1 dζ0
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∞∫
0
∞∫
0
uj (iy)
(
∂xR
s
ζ
)
(iy)−Rsζ (iy)(∂xuj )(iy)dy ζ r−1 dζ
= i
∞∫
0
uj (iy)
∞∫
0
(
∂xR
s
ζ
)
(iy)ζ r−1 dζ dy (28)
− i
∞∫
0
(∂xuj )(iy)
∞∫
0
Rsζ (iy)ζ
r−1 dζ dy. (29)
The growth conditions in Lemma 24 show that the Mellin transform in (27) is well de-
fined. Using the substitution ζ 	→ y√t we can compute the inner integrals in (28) and (29)
explicitly:
∞∫
0
(
∂xR
s
ζ
)
(iy)ζ r−1 dζ =
∞∫
0
2sζys
(ζ 2 + y2)s+1 ζ
r−1 dζ = syr−s−1
∞∫
0
t
r+1
2 −1
(1 + t)s+1 dζ
= syr−s−1B
(
r + 1
2
, s + 1 − r
2
)
= yr−s−1 
(
r+1
2
)

(
s + 1−r2
)
(s)
and
∞∫
0
Rsζ (iy)ζ
r−1 dζ = 1
2
yr−s
∞∫
0
t
r
2 − 1
(1 + t)s dt
= 1
2
yr−sB
(
r
2
, s − r
2
)
= yr−s 
(
r
2
)

(
s − r2
)
2(s)
where B(a, b) = (a)(b)/(a + b) = ∫∞0 ta−1/(1 + t)a+b dt denotes the beta function
(see, e.g., [1, Formula 6.2.1]). Hence the Mellin transform in (27) can be written as
∞∫
0
(P u)j (ζ )ζ r−1 dζ = i 
(
r+1
2
)

(
s + 1−r2
)
(s)
∞∫
0
yr−s−1uj (iy)dy
− i 
(
r
2
)

(
s − r2
)
2(s)
∞∫
0
yr−s(∂xuj )(iy)dy
= i 
(
r+1
2
)

(
s + 1−r2
)
(s)
Lˆ0
(
uj , r − s + 12
)
+ π 
(
r
2
)

(
s − r2
)
Lˆ1
(
uj , r − s + 1
)
(30)(s) 2
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Lˆ0(uj , r) =
∞∫
0
uj (iy)y
r− 32 dy and Lˆ1(uj , r) = 12πi
∞∫
0
(∂xuj )(iy)y
r− 12 dy
as defined in [5, formula (29)]. The expression at the right-hand of (30) is (up to a
nonzero factor depending on s) equal to the expression in [5, formula (31)]. Hence
[P u]j (ζ ) = Ψuj (ζ ) in [5, Section 3]. Theorem 3.3 in [5] implies that the operator P is
bijective since Π(uj ) = u. 
Remark. It is shown in [15] that P u extends holomorphically to a function on the cut
plane C \ R0.
5. Main result
In this section we will determine the action of the Hecke operators on the period func-
tions induced from their action on the vector-valued cusp forms. In Section 5.1 we discuss
the case of the full modular group, which is simpler since we have to deal with scalar-
valued functions. In Section 5.2 we discuss the Hecke operators on the period functions for
arbitrary Γ0(n).
5.1. Hecke operators for period functions for Γ (1)
Lemma 27. For rational q ∈ [0,1) put M(q) = ∑l ml as in Definition 8. The two paths
Lq,∞ and
⋃
l Lm−1l 0,m
−1
l ∞ have the same initial and end point.
Proof. Let M(q) =⋃Ll=1 ml be defined as in (4). By construction m−11 = I is the identity
matrix and
m−1l 0 =
(−al−1 al
−bl−1 bl
)
0 = al
bl
and m−1l ∞ =
(−al−1 al
−bl−1 bl
)
∞ = al−1
bl−1
for all l = 1, . . . ,L. In particular aL
bL
= q and a0
b0
= −∞. Hence, we find
m−1L 0 = q,
m−1l ∞ = m−1l−10 for all l = 1, . . . ,L and
m−11 ∞ = ∞. (31)
Moreover
⋃L
l=1 Lm−1l 0,m−1l ∞ is a path as union of simple paths and has the same initial and
end point as Lq,∞. 
Figure 1(b) gives an illustration of the paths ⋃3l=1 L −1 −1 and Lq,∞.ml 0,ml ∞
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and
⋃
l Lm−1
l
0,m−1
l
∞ for, e.g., q = 23 .
Lemma 28. Let q , Lq,∞ and M(q) be as in Lemma 27. Both paths Lq,∞ and⋃L
l=1 Lm−1l 0,m−1l ∞ are in the first quadrant.
Proof. Obviously L0,∞ = {it; t  0} and Lq,∞ = {q + it; t  0} lay in the first quadrant
since q  0.
The construction of M(q) gives m−1l 0 = m−1l+1∞ 0, m−11 ∞ = ∞ and m−1L 0 = q  0.
Hence the paths L
m−1l 0,m
−1
l ∞ lay in the first quadrant. The lemma follows by composition
of these paths. 
Lemma 29. For θ a closed 1-form on H such that ∫
L
θ exists for all simple paths L in H∗
we have ∫
Lq,∞
θ =
∫
Lq,q′
θ +
∫
Lq′,∞
θ for all q, q ′ ∈ Q.
Proof. Choose points z and w ∈ H on the simple paths Lq,q ′ , respectively Lq ′,∞ as il-
lustrated in Figure 1(a). We consider the simple paths L1 = Lq ′,z ∪ Lz,w ∪ Lw,q ′ with
simultaneous initial and end point q ′, L2 with initial point q and end point ∞ through the
points z and w and L3 with initial point z and end point ∞ through the point w.
We find that ∫
Lq,∞
θ =
∫
L2
θ =
∫
Lq,z∪L3
θ =
∫
Lq,z
θ +
∫
L3
θ
since θ is closed and composition L2 = Lq,z ∪ L3. Moreover
∫
L1 θ vanishes. Hence we
have
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∫
Lq,∞
θ =
∫
Lq,z
θ +
∫
L1
θ +
∫
L3
θ =
∫
Lq,z
θ +
∫
Lz,w
θ +
∫
Lw,q′
θ +
∫
Lq′,z
θ +
∫
L3
θ
=
∫
Lq,q′
θ +
∫
Lq′,∞
θ. 
We will show in this section how the Hecke operators Hm induce operators H˜m on
period functions.
Lemma 30. Let u ∈ S(1, s) be a cusp form and Pu the period function as in Definition 22.
For A = ( ∗ ∗0 d ) ∈ Xm and M(A0) =∑Ll=1 ml ∈R1 we have
msd−2s
∫
LA0,A∞
η
(
u,RsAζ
)= L∑
l=1
(Pu|s mlA)(ζ ) =
(
Pu|s M(A0)A
)
(ζ ) (32)
for all ζ > 0.
Proof. For l ∈ {1, . . . ,L} we find
∫
L
m
−1
l
0,m−1
l
∞
η
(
u,RsAζ
)= ∫
L0,∞
η
(
u|0 m−1l ,RsAζ |0 m−1l
)
using Lemma 21. Since m−1l ∈ Γ (1) and u is a cusp form one has u|0 m−1l = u. Using (21)
we find for ml =
( ∗ ∗
cl dl
)
RsAζ |0 m−1l = (clAζ + dl)−2sRsmlAζ |0 mlm−1l = (clAζ + dl)−2sRsmlAζ .
The expression (clAζ + dl)−2s is well defined since clAζ + dl > 0 (see Lemma 9).
Recall that A = ( ∗ ∗0 d ) and detA = m. We have
msd−2s
∫
L
m
−1
l
0,m−1
l
∞
η
(
u,RsAζ
)= msd−2s(clAζ + dl)−2s ∫
L0,∞
η
(
u,RsmlAζ
)
= (Pu|s mlA)(ζ ).
Since Lemma 10 shows mlA ∈ Mat+m(2,Z), condition (b) in Section 1 holds and the slash
action above is well defined.
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∫
L
m
−1
L
0,∞
η(u,RsAζ ). Lemma 29 implies that
∫
L
m
−1
L
0,∞
η
(
u,RsAζ
)= ∫
L
m
−1
L
0,m−1
L
∞
η
(
u,RsAζ
)+ ∫
L
m
−1
L−10,∞
η
(
u,RsAζ
)
since the matrices ml satisfy (31). Iterating the argument gives
∫
L
m
−1
L
0,∞
η
(
u,RsAζ
)= L∑
l=1
∫
L
m
−1
l
0,m−1
l
∞
η
(
u,RsAζ
)
.
Since LA0,A∞ = Lm−1L 0,∞ we find
msd−2s
∫
LA0,A∞
η
(
u,RsAζ
)= L∑
l=1
(Pu|s mlA)(ζ )
for ζ > 0. 
Now, we can define linear operators H˜m on period functions.
Definition 31. For m ∈ N define H˜ (m) ∈Rm as
H˜ (m) =
∑
d|m
0b<d
M
(
b
d
)( m
d
b
0 d
)
. (33)
For s ∈ C the formal sum H˜ (m) induces an operator H˜m on the space of holomorphic
functions on (0,∞) through
H˜mf = f |s H˜ (m)
(
f ∈ Cω(0,∞)). (34)
Remark. The matrices in the formal sum H˜ (m) in (33) have only nonnegative integer
entries as shown in Lemma 10. Hence f |s H˜ (m)(ζ ) in (34) is well defined for all ζ > 0.
Lemma 11 implies that the set
{
mlA; A ∈ Xm, M(A0) =
L∑
ml
}
,l=1
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Sm =
{(
a b
c d
)
; a > c 0, d > b 0
}
⊂ Mat+n (2,Z).
It is shown in [6] that both sets are indeed equal. (The authors in [6] assume that
gcd(a, b, c, d) = 1 but this restriction is not necessary.) Hence H˜ (m) ∈ R+m is given by
H˜ (m) =∑B∈Sm B .
Lemma 32. Let Pu be the period function of the cusp form u ∈ S(1, s). For any m ∈ N the
operator H˜m satisfies
(
H˜m(Pu)
)
(ζ ) =
i∞∫
0
η
(
Hmu,R
s
ζ
) for ζ > 0. (35)
Proof. Let Pu be the period function of u ∈ S(1, s). Let Hm be the Hecke operator in (6).
For A = ( a b0 d ) ∈ Xm we have using Lemma 21 and Eq. (21)∫
L0,∞
η
(
u|0 A,Rsζ
)= ∫
LA0,A∞
η
(
u,
(
Rsζ |0 A−1
))= (detA
d2
)s ∫
LA0,A∞
η
(
u,RsAζ
)
.
Applying Lemma 30 we find∫
L0,∞
η
(
u|0 A,Rsζ
)= (Pu|s M(A0)A)(ζ ).
Next we can compute
∫
L0,∞ η(Hmu,R
s
ζ ) for Hmu in (6) and find∫
L0,∞
η
(
Hmu,R
s
ζ
)= ∑
A∈Xm
(
Pu|s M(A0)A
)
(ζ ) = Pu|s H˜ (m)(ζ )
since H˜ (m) =∑A∈Xm M(A0)A. 
Proposition 33. For u ∈ S(1, s) the period function Pu ∈ FE(1, s) satisfies the identity
(Pu)|s H˜ (m) = P
(
u|0 H(m)
)
.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 32. 
Remark. Proposition 33 shows how the Hecke operators Hm on cusp forms for Γ (1)
induce Hecke operators on period functions for this group. These Hecke operators are the
same as the operators in [6]. The authors of [6] derived the operators using only period
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for Γ (1) is given also in [16] using a criterion found by Choie and Zagier in [4]. A similar
representation of the Hecke operators has been given by L. Merel in [13].
5.2. Hecke operators for period functions for Γ0(n)
In this section we extend the above derivation of the Hecke operators for period func-
tions for Γ (1) to the congruence subgroups Γ0(n).
Lemma 34. For A = ( ∗ ∗0 d ) ∈ Xm put M(A0) =∑Ll=1 ml ∈R1. If P u is a period function
of u ∈ Sind(n, s), then
msd−2s
∫
LA0,A∞
η
(u,RsAζ )= L∑
l=1
ρ
(
m−1l
)
(P u|s mlA)(ζ ) for ζ > 0. (36)
Proof. Using the transformation property of η in Lemma 21 we get for l ∈ {1, . . . ,L}∫
L
m
−1
l
0,m−1
l
∞
η
(u,RsAζ )=
∫
L0,∞
η
(u|0 m−1l ,RsAζ (m−1l ·)).
An argument as in the proof of Lemma 30 gives
RsAζ |0 m−1l = (clAζ + dl)−2sRsmlAζ
(
mlm
−1
l ·
)= (clAζ + dl)−2sRsmlAζ
if ml =
( ∗ ∗
cl dl
)
. Since clAζ + dl > 0 the expression (clAζ + dl)−2s is well defined.
Using u|0 m−1l = ρ(m−1l )u for m−1l ∈ Γ (1) we find
msd−2s
∫
L
m
−1
l
0,m−1
l
∞
η
(u,RsAζ )= msd−2s(clAζ + dl)−2sρ(m−1l )
∫
L0,∞
η
(u,RsmlAζ )
= ρ(m−1l )(P u|s mlA)(ζ ).
Consider
∫
LA0,A∞ η(u,RsAζ )(z). The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 30 shows
∫
LA0,A∞
η
(u,RsAζ )= L∑
l=1
∫
L
m
−1
l
0,m−1
l
∞
η
(u,RsAζ ).
But this gives
msd−2s
∫
η
(u,RsAζ )= L∑
l=1
ρ
(
m−1l
)
(P u|s mlA)(ζ ). LA0,A∞
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In the following we denote the ith component of the vector u by [u]i .
Lemma 35. Let α1, . . . , αμ be representatives of the right coset of Γ0(n) in Γ (1) where
μ = [Γ (1) : Γ0(n)]. Let P u be the period function of u ∈ Sind(n, s). For A ∈ Xm, j ∈
{1, . . . ,μn} let be M(σαj (A)0) =
∑L
l=1 ml ∈R1. Then the following identity holds for all
j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} and ζ > 0:
∫
L0,∞
η
([u]φA(j)|0 σαj (A),Rsζ )= L∑
l=1
[
ρ
(
m−1l
)
P u]
φA(j)
|s mlσαj (A)(ζ ). (37)
Proof. Write u = (uj )j . Using Lemma 21 and property (21) of Rζ we find for any j ∈
{1, . . . ,μn} and ζ > 0:∫
L0,∞
η
(
uφA(j)|0 σαj (A),Rsζ
)= ∫
Lσαj (A)0,σαj (A)∞
η
(
uφA(j),R
s
ζ |0
(
σαj (A)
)−1)
= msd−2sj
∫
Lσαj (A)0,σαj (A)∞
η
(
uφA(j),R
s
σαj (A)ζ
)
where σαj (A) =
( ∗ ∗
0 dj
)
is again in Xm. Take M(σαj (A)0) =
∑L
l=1 ml ∈ R1 and apply
Lemma 34. We have∫
L0,∞
η
(
uφA(j)|0 σαj (A),Rsζ
)= [ ∫
L0,∞
η
(u|0 σαj (A),Rsζ )
]
φA(j)
=
[
L∑
l=1
ρ
(
m−1l
)(
P u|s mlσαj (A)
)
(ζ )
]
φA(j)
. 
Remark. For u ∈ S(n, s) and A ∈ Xm Lemma 16 implies that
u|0 Aαj = u|0 αφA(j)σαj (A).
Hence Eq. (37) can be written as
∫
L0,∞
η
(
Π(u|0 A),Rsζ
)= L∑
l=1
[
ρ
(
m−1l
)
PΠ(u)
]
φA(j)
∣∣
s
mlσαj (A)(ζ ).
Lemma 35 allows us to derive an explicit formula for the action of the Hecke operators
on the period functions of Γ0(n) induced from the action of these operators on Sind(n, s)
for this group.
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Let P u be the period function of u ∈ Sind(n, s). For m prime take A ⊂ Xm such that
T (m) =∑A∈A A if gcd(m,n) = 1, respectively U(m) =∑A∈A A if m | n. The mth Hecke
operator H˜n,m acting on P u is given by
[
H˜n,m(P u)
]
j
=
∑
A∈A
L∑
l=1
[
ρ
(
m−1l
)
P u]
φA(j)
|s
(
mlσαj (A)
)
. (38)
Remark. We emphasize that the constant L in (38) depends on A and that A = Xm for
gcd(m,n) = 1, respectively A = Xm \ {
(
m 0
0 1
)} for m | n.
Proof of Proposition 36. The mth Hecke operator Hn,m acts on u as
[Hn,mu]j =
∑
A
uφA(j)|0 σαj (A) for k ∈ {1, . . . ,μ}.
Applying Lemma 35 to both sides gives formula (38). 
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